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FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE GOLDKAPSEL
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2012

[94]  Wine Enthusiast
While it’s hard to go wrong with any of Fritz Haag’s
gorgeously sunny 2012 auslesen, the goldkapsels truly
exemplify the pristine lusciousness of stone fruit and
mango. Lemon acidity sings through the midpalate, high-
lighting nuanced shades of spice, mineral and earth linger
on the finish. Decadent yet impeccably balanced.
August 2014

[94]  Mosel Fine Wines
Harvested at 110-115° Oechsle, this offers a great expres-
sion of botrytized fruit with some pineapple, pure mango,
coconut and other fresh exotic fruits. The feel on the
palate is deliciously creamy, and offers a welcome contrast
to the tickly acidity which comes through in the long
finish. Despite the opulence, this retains the telltale delini-
ation of top Fritz Haag wines.  October 2013

[93]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Golden yellow. Very rich aromas of pear preserves, wild
honey and clove are complicated by a vague hint of
smoky botrytis. Flavors of candied apricot studded with
lime peel and brown spices. Rich, creamy, pure and
elegant, this is one of the most successful ausleses of the
vintage.  Jan/Feb 2014

[92]  Wine Spectator
Ripe grapefruit and lemon curd flavors give this sweetie
good snap and length. The taut, minerally finish features
notes of dried herbs, which linger with some tropical fruit
details.  April 30, 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Light gold in color, this wine smells of mandarin and
grapefruit drizzled in honey. In the mouth, silky textured
flavors of mandarin and honey mix with a bright stony
underbelly. Notes of clover honey linger in the finish
along with the minerality and the brightness of mandarin
zest. Moderately to very sweet.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE GOLDKAPSEL
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2012

[94]  Wine Enthusiast
Scents of lemon candy and tangerine accent intense
flavors of honeysuckle, peach and mango on this deeply
penetrating sweet Riesling. Brisk with acidity, it’s delicate
and dancing on the palate, but a honeyed richness coats
the tongue deliciously. Finishes long with a kiss of saffron
and blossoms.  August 2014

[94]  Wine Spectator
Rich and ripe, exhibiting concentrated peach, baked apple
and white berry flavors that are deliciously honeyed.
Unctuous midpalate, with a finish of ginger, spice and
glazed apricot. Seductive and graceful.  April 30, 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Pale gold in color, this wine smells of mandarin zest and
honey. In the mouth, the wine offers a silky texture and
flavors of mandarin fruit and honey with a deep crys-
talline minerality underneath. Excellent acidity keeps the
wine bright and effortless on the palate. Moderately
sweet, with very little flavor of botrytis, of which there
was some in this wine.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE #10
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2012

[93]  Wine Spectator
Bright, juicy and full of vigorous spicy notes that flank
the flavors of baked apple, jasmine, lemon curd and pear.
Creamy midpalate, with a vibrant finish that features
hints of smoke and anise.  April 30, 2014
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[95]  Mosel Fine Wines
This glorious effort offers a subtly exotic expression of
fruits with some ginger and coconut adding complexity to
cooler flavors of mint, cassis, bergamot, white peach and
grapefruit. The wine remains nicely fresh and pure on the
palate and leaves a clean and focused feel in the after-
taste. This little jewel of a wine will be quite an experi-
ence in a decade or two!  October 2013

[92]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Pale golden yellow. Seductive aromas of papaya, tanger-
ine and acacia blossom. Glazed peach flavor, with a
honeyed texture and an element of high-toned brown
spices. This rich, dense wine finishes with a splash of salty
minerality and excellent length.  Jan/Feb 2014

[89]  Wine Enthusiast
Savory spice and earth tones on the nose fade into super-
ripe flavors of mango, peach and orange on this fleshy,
sweet Riesling. Piercing lemon acidity lends levity and
verve to the palate before wrapping up the tart-sweet
finish nicely.  August 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2012

[94]  Wine Spectator
Mouthwatering richness and lush juiciness give this good
lift. Pear tart and ripe apple flavors mix with doughy
notes, accented by plenty of cream and spice. Light and
airy on the finish. Complex and elegant.  April 30, 2014

[93]  The Tasting Panel
Bright and juicy with sweet peach adn racy green apple;
riche, balanced and pure with exceptional honey notes
balanced by pinpoint acidity.  December 2013

[93]  Mosel Fine Wines
Harvested from clean fruit at nearly 100° Oechsle, this
offers a very pure and elegant expression of white peach,
pepper and anise. The wine is subtle and long and,
despite intensity, leaves a mouth-watering feel in the after-
taste.  October 2013

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
A whiff of pine frond lends a cool alpine touch to unctu-
ously ripe yellow-cherry and peach flavors on this sweet,
sunny Riesling. Sprightly on the palate with shimmering
touches of acidity and minerals, it finishes elegantly with a
hint of lemon zest astringency.  August 2014

[90]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Pale golden yellow. Ripe peach, mango and acacia honey
on the nose. Creamy and glossy in the mouth, with tropi-
cal fruit flavors shaded by acacia honey and a sweet
herbal note. Remains pure, shapely and slatey through the
finish.  Jan/Feb 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Pale greenish gold in color, this wine smells of wet chalk-
board and honeysuckle. In the mouth, the wine has a
bright crystalline quality with brilliantly pure mandarin
and deep mineral notes. Mandarin zest lingers through
the finish. Gorgeously, finely veined acidity makes the
wine quite bright. Long finish. Harvested 1 week later
than the straight Juffer Auslese, and more profound for
it. Moderately sweet.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING AUSLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2012

[93]  Wine Spectator
Lively notes of dried mint and savory herb accent the
fresh, crunchy flavors of Golden Delicious apple, pear
sauce and ripe gooseberry. Cream and honey hints fill the
rich and well-spiced finish.  April 30, 2014

[93]  Mosel Fine Wines
This offers a nice interplay between white peach, citrus
and pear as well as riper fruits, vanilla cream and honey.
The wine is rather intense on teh palate yet leaves a
superb and airy feel of flowers in the finish.  October 2013

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
Fresh apple and lemon aromas are subtly accented with
hints of saffron on this spicy-sweet Riesling full of ripe
yellow-cherry and nectarine flavors. Piercing lemon-lime
acidity lends a nervous, dancing quality to the palate. It
finishes with a murmur of jasmine-tea astringency.
August 2014

[91]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Enticing bouquet of wild strawberry, brown spices and
woodsmoke. Candied lemon and ripe tropical fruits swell
from the lusciously sweet texture and are given shape by
the lively acidity. Rich and dense rather than particularly
elegant on the finish, the spice component remaining
alluring.  Jan/Feb 2014
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Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Pale greenish gold in the glass, this wine smells of candied
mandarin and pink grapefruit. In the mouth, brightly
sweet flavors of pink grapefruit and mandarin orange mix
with zingy wet stone flavors. Gorgeously bright, with
very little weight in the mouth, this is a very light-on-its-
feet auslese that tastes only moderately sweet. Delicious.
Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING SPÄTLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2012

[93]  Wine Spectator
Racy and luscious, with concentrated and well-honeyed
flavors of peach cobbler, ripe pear and dried apricot,
featuring notes of slate and mineral and hints of sea salt.
Presents a long, lush and well-spiced finish.  Feb. 28, 2014

[93]  Mosel Fine Wines
The wine offers a glorious nose of yellow peach, minerals
and white flowers. The balance is really that of an
Auslese, also in terms of sweetness, but once this sweet-
ness is integrated, this will be simply superb.  October 2013

[93]  The Tasting Panel
Sweet and juicy with ripe peach, pure, focused acidity
and lovely balance; stunning.  December 2013

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
Layers of smoke, spice and lanolin cast a shadowy tone to
summery peach and tangerine flavors on this semi-sweet
Riesling. Nuances of mineral, spice and fruit build in
intensity on the palate, augmented by brisk lemony acid-
ity. Finishes long with a delicate lace of sweetness.  August
2014

[90]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Subtle floral bouquet, with scents of gooseberry, nut oil
and roasted pine nuts. On the palate the creamy papaya
fruit is nicely counterpointed by citrus and slate. Finishes
with an amalgamation of spices and mineral salts and
noteworthy persistence.  Jan/Feb 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Light greenish gold in color, this wine smells of green
apple and tinned mandarins. In the mouth beautifully
bright mandarin orange and pink grapefruit flavors burst
on the palate with excellent acidity. Gorgeously silky
texture makes the wine quite effortless to drink, and the
finish lasts for a very long time. Stunning. Moderately
sweet.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING SPÄTLESE #14
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2012

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
Touches of candlewax and savory herbs add intrigue and
complexity to bright, sunny peach and apricot flavors in
this semi-sweet wine. Vivacious and brisk, the palate
plays out like a joyful tug-o-war of tangerine acidity and a
lingering sweetness that’s so refreshingly tasty.
August 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING SPÄTLESE
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2012

[92]  Wine Spectator
Shows good cut to the rich, well-structured flavors of ripe
apple, tangerine and ginger, with hints of pine and
mineral. The mouthwatering finish lingers with firm acid-
ity and notes of tarragon cream and spice.  Feb. 28, 2014

[92]  The Tasting Panel
Ripe and sweet with rich peach and racy acidity; pure and
fresh, balanced and vibrant with classic Mosel style.
December 2013

[91]  Mosel Fine Wines
This shows initially some yeasty notes before it offers a
nice nose of apple, peach and whipped cream, which it
delivers with an Auslese-style intensity on the palate. The
finish is playful and leaves a nice smoky and slate-infused
feel in the after-taste.  October 2013
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[90]  Wine Enthusiast
Slightly earthy, savory tones of lanolin and herb lend
complexity to a palate that’s lavish with peach and quince
jelly flavors. Semi-sweet in style, it’s quaffable and
refreshing with its fruity exuberance offset by a cutting,
stark acidity.  August 2014

[89]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Elegant aromas of cherry, apple blossom and hazelnut.
Sweet and creamy on the palate, tinged with herbs, nuts
and vanilla. Offer a fine balance and a nice underlying
sense of slate. Good length.  Jan/Feb 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Pale gold in the glass, this wine smells of green apple skin
and lemon zest. In the mouth flavors of green apple,
mandarin zest and mandarin juice mix with deep stony
notes and hints of white flowers. Beautiful, lacy acidity
mixes with that deep stony note, and leaves a lightly
chalky taste in the finish. Moderately sweet.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING KABINETT
BRAUNEBERGER

[92]  Wine Spectator
Offers a smoky aroma, with rich and expressive flavors of
ripe peach, melon and lemon curd, accented by creamy
notes. The mouthfilling finish is long, showing hints of
honey and anise.  Feb. 28, 2014

[92]  Mosel Fine Wines
This is beautifully “Fritz Haag” in style with superb
scents of white peach, apricot, apple and flowers paired
with a great touch of cassis and shipped cream. The feel
on the palate is superbly racy and delineated and the
finish is airy and long. This is gorgeous Kabinett in the
making!  October 2013

[89]  Wine Enthusiast
Smoky, herbal aromas add complexity to pretty floral
notes on this elegantly composed semisweet Riesling. The
palate is rich with peach and nectarine flavors, along with
a shock of citrus acidity, but maintains a subtle line of
smoky, dusty earthiness through the finish.  June 2014

[88]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Strawberry and lime oil on the nose. Kiwi fruit and
nutmeg enliven the palate. This supple, refreshing kabi-
nett shows crisp balance on the subtle, appealing finish.
Jan/Feb 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Pale greenish gold in the glass, this wine smells of green
apple and honeysuckle with a deep wet chalkboard quality
behind. In the mouth, light to moderately sweet flavors of
green apple, lime juice, and honeysuckle are layered over a
beautiful stony minerality. Crisp and bright with zingy
acidity, this is a mouthwatering glass of wine.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING FEINHERB
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2012

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
Dry styles of Riesling often feel dense and expansive, but
this beautifully rose-scented wine is elegant and light on
its feet, with a bristling minerality. Lean apple and white
peach flavors are peppered with delicate spice notes that
linger on the finish.  April 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Pale yellow-gold in the glass, this wine smells of honey-
suckle and wet stones. In the mouth, flavors of wet stone
and white flowers have a wonderful crystalline minerality
that recalls sucking on a quartz crystal. Wonderful pink
grapefruit notes linger in the finish along with the stony
quality. Lovely. Very faintly sweet.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN GG
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER SONNENUHR 2012

[91]  Wine Spectator
This features a ripe edge to the flavors of ripe apple, pear
and gooseberry that are bright, fresh and accented by
savory details. Powerful notes of slate and white pepper
emerge on the direct finish.  March 31, 2014
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[87]  Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Aromas of white peach and nutmeg. Succulent apricot
fruit with slate and lively acidity. Nicely balanced and
persistent, this is a pleasing dry wine from an austere
vintage.  Jan/Feb 2014

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN GG
BRAUNEBERGER JUFFER 2012

[90]  Wine Spectator
This has a crackling vibrancy to its fresh and focused
lemon-lime, green apple and mineral flavors, with ripe
grapefruit notes on the lithe finish, accented by plenty of
spicy hints.  March 31, 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Light gold in the glass, this wine smells of wet stone and
hints of honeysuckle and unripe apple. In the mouth,
beautiful stony and tart green apple flavors have a deep
minerality that is resonant and quite long through the
finish. There’s a light chalky, almost tannic grip on the
edge of the palate that lingers along with the green apple
skin tartness in the finish. Tastes slightly off-dry, but only
barely. Very little hint of sweetness. From the Juffer
Sonnenuhr vineyard on the Braunenberg.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN
BRAUNEBERGER 2012

[90]  Wine Enthusiast
While a tad savory on the nose with a fine dusting of
minerals, this medium-bodied wine is juicy with white
grapefruit and nectarine flavors. Just a shade off dry in
style, it boasts a soft, sunny limeade acidity that lingers on
the finish.  August 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Light greenish-gold in the glass, this wine smells of wet
stones and white flowers. In the mouth, gorgeous white
flowers and wet chalkboard flavors have a wonderful, fili-
greed acidity. Notes of honeysuckle linger in the finely
detailed finish.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING TROCKEN 2012

[90]  Wine Spectator
Creamy and well-spiced, offering rich, seductive ripe
white fruit flavors that are long on the palate. Plush and
juicy on the finish, with citrusy accents.  Feb. 28, 2014

[89]  Wine Enthusiast
Delicate on the nose with hints of lemon, lime and orange
blossom, this slightly off-dry Riesling is succulent with
white grapefruit and tangerine flavors. Briisk and steely
with a fine, focused acidity, it finishes moderately long
with a spray of lime zest and dusty minerals.
August 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography
Palest greenish-gold in the glass, this wine smells of green
apple and wet chalkboard. In the mouth, lightly sweet
flavors of green apple, pear, and wet chalkboard have a
nice brightness to them. Light and balanced. A cuvee
from different vineyards around the Braunenberg and
near Mülheim.  Aug. 10, 2013

FRITZ HAAG RIESLING 2012

[92]  Mosel Fine Wines
The off-dry Estate bottling, which was harvested at 85°
Oechsle, is mainly made from Brauneberger Kloster -
garten, Burgener Römerberg and Mühlheimer Sonnenlay.
This is driven by apple, ginger, anise as well as pepper
and pear. There is a nice sense of balance on the palate
and finish is long and fresh.  October 2013

[89]  Wine Spectator
This shows depth and structure to the snappy green pear,
red peach and tangerine flavors. The burnished finish of
spice and pastry lingers with some smoky notes.  
Web Only 2014

Alder Yarrow, Vinography: A Wine Blog
Pale gold in the glass, this wine smells of honeysuckle
washed in a cool mountain stream. In the mouth, apple
and wet stone flavors mix with bright honeysuckle and
white flowers. Reads as almost dry, but a faint sweetness
lingers through the finish.  Aug. 10, 2013

www.weingut-fritz-haag.de


